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President’s Message
Ewan Geddes, Toronto District School Board

As we come to the end of the year, it comes time to reflect. 
Here at OAGEE, we’ve made good ground on further sup-
porting geographic and environmental teachers throughout 
Ontario. Our membership continues to reflect a broad range 
of educators in a variety of contexts. We’ve recognized some 
giants among us, and said goodbye to others as they move 
on to new ventures. Of course, we had another inspiring 
fall conference, where our collective efforts to move toward 
reconciliation were highlighted by truly excellent speakers 
at St. Andrew’s College in Aurora, where the hard work from 
our volunteers brought conference organizers’ ideas to life.

Starting with one of the highlights of the year, we were 
pleased to award Paul VanZant of Peel District School Board 
the OAGEE Award of Distinction “recognizing an outstand-
ing contribution in advancing , promoting, and improving the 
quality of Geography education in the province of Ontario”. Paul 
received his award for a lifetime worth of work for the bet-
terment of Geography education in Ontario and across the 
country. Some of the ways in which Paul betters Geography 
in Ontario include the sharing of his writing expertise; he 
has co-authored several textbooks covering many differ-
ent branches of Geography, the most recent of which is 
Geography in Action: Inquiry and Issues from Canadian 
Perspectives, which supports the grade 9 and 10 Geography 
courses. Not only has Paul contined to work to better posi-
tion Geography in the curriculum of Ontario, but he has 
also pushed for Geography to be more prevalent in curricula 
across the country as a Fellow of the Royal Canadian Geo-
graphic Society since 2012. To quote an OAGEE founding 
member, Dr. Edward Pleva, Paul was able “to take the time 
and make the commitment to lead, and strive to show others the 
strengths and benefits of Geography.” For these reasons and 
more, it was an obvious choice for OAGEE to award Paul 
VanZant its OAGEE Award of Distinction for 2017. 

Another announcement that was made at the fall confer-
ence was perhaps less celebratory, but still a reflection of the 
excellence of the OAGEE membership. At our fall conference, 
two exceptional OAGEE regional councillors, Joanna Hughes 
and Torrie Abbotts, announced that they will be stepping 
down from their positions. Both Joanna and Torrie have done 
a tremendous job representing their regions and reaching 
out to teachers in their regions over the years. Joanna did a 
wonderful job representing the Ottawa area and was a key 
player in bringing the OAGEE fall conference to Ottawa in 
2010. Among many of Joanna’s contributions to OAGEE is 
her collaboration with another regional rep to produce the 

much-loved Concepts of Geographic Thinking posters. As 
well, Joanna organized PD to provide teachers the oppor-
tunity to develop resources to aid in the delivery of Strand 
A through a variety of lessons and activities.

Torrie came to OAGEE in 2014 and brought in some new 
and exciting ideas to help support geographers in and out of 
the classroom and across the province, including through her 
contributions to The Monograph entitled GeoGEEK Talks, 
and to the banking of teacher resources presented at our fall 
conference, which she also helped to organize. Thank you, 
Joanna and Torrie, for your contributions to OAGEE and 
for supporting Geography teachers as regional reps. Your 
dedication to Geography, and to OAGEE in particular, will 
be sorely missed.

To finish off on a high note, I am excited to announce 
a few of the resources that will be made available in the 
new year. Recently, several geographers got together to 
pool their teaching insights and experiences to develop a 
teacher support resource for Geography in Action, which 
will be easily accessible on the OAGEE website early in the 
new year. Another resource that will be coming soon is a 
package of lessons and activities that reflect the Sikh expe-
rience in Canada and the world in the following courses: 
CGC Grade 9 Geography, CGR4E Living in a Sustainable 
World, and CGW4U and 4C World Issues. I hope you will 
be able to take advantage of these and other resources as 
they become available on the OAGEE website.

Thank you, again, to all of the volunteers who continue 
to make this organization a go-to for geographic and envi-
ronmental educators across the province. If you have ideas 
to share or want to learn about volunteering with OAGEE, 
please get in contact with us at https://oagee.org/en/. We’d 
love to hear from you. 

Wishing everyone a new year bringing health, happiness, 
and great adventures.
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Timesaver Curriculum Series

Key Features

� consistent structure 
throughout

� literacy and numeracy 
focus

� inquiry-based activities
using the Concepts of
Geographic Thinking 

� relevant and interesting 
topics and strategies

� accommodates wide 
range of learners

� ready to use with all 
necessary resources

� black line masters & full 
colour QuickTime
movie presentations on 
CD and DVD

� pdf files of all Teacher 
and Student pages 
included in the binder

All 5 Units - $500.00

* plus 5% HST and $25.00
 Shipping/Handling

CGC1P
Applied and Essentials

Implementation Package

Geography of Canada

 Available

      N
ow!

2013 Revised Edition

12 1
2

3

4
5

67
8

9
10

11

In addition, your $500.00* investment includes:
•  90+ stand-alone classroom-tested activities;
•  15+ full colour QuickTime presentation movies;
•  900+ full colour JPEG files of the photos used
 in ALL units for use by you or your students;
•  Blackline masters and resources for ALL activities;
•  Lesson Plans & Answer Sheets for ALL activities.

For purchasers of the first edition, a package of only
CDs & DVDs that includes all reorganized/revised pages and
new activities included in the revised edition, plus all of the above
features, is available as an UPDATE PACKAGE for $150*.
Note that:
• 90% of the activities come from the previous edition, some of

which have been updated or revised;
• activities have been added to address new expectations.

The CGC1P Grade 9 Issues in Canadian Geography in the
2013 Revision of the Canadian & World Studies, Grades 9
& 10 document is a multi-layered and complex document.

If you are looking for a resource that addresses many of
the implementation requirements of this curriculum, then 
this is your best bet.

This package of over 90 differentiated, inquiry-based, 
self-contained, and classroom tested activities:
• is organized into the five strands identified in the document;
• addresses ALL of the Overall and Specific Expectations;
• gives the Achievement Levels, Concepts of Geographic

Thinking, Map, Globe, and Graphic Skills, and Literacy
and Numeracy Skills addressed by each activity;

• includes Answer Sheets for ALL activities, a major feature
if your department has cross-over teachers with little or no
geographic background;

• includes differentiated instruction for Applied & Essential
 level students.
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 You need to be here on 
November 9-10, 2018

Friday-Saturday, 
November 9-10 

St Catharines

Another great professional development  
opportunity by Geographers, for Geographers.

It is something that is hard to get anywhere 
else!!!!!

Conferences 2018

Spring Conference - Kingston

Fall Conference - Niagara

Reserve these DATES!!

Visit the OAGEE website at www.oagee.org 
for the latest information on these two conferences. 

Friday, May 4th

Kingston: A Livable City 
on the Rocks!!

Let OAGEE create an experience for Geogra-
phers like no other!

Explore Kingston, a livable and smart city, where 
you can learn about nature wellness and mobil-
ity while experiencing and learning about the 
geological foundation on which it all happens.
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Try This!  A Guide for Writing and Sharing 
Learning Activities for The Monograph
Kim Wallace, Ontario Representative, Canadian Geographic Education (CG Edu) and
Gary Birchall, Editor, The Monograph

Our lives are enriched when we share with our colleagues, activities that have worked with students. To facilitate the ease 
of transferring our successes into other classrooms and to ensure appropriate sharing, some critical information is needed.

Consider using this as a checklist when developing learning activities for sharing: 

  the learning activity meets expectations found in the current curriculum document for that particular course.

  the strategy used will help kids engage in inquiry and critical thinking. (e.g. avoid fill in the blank type)

  assessment links to one or more of the achievement chart categories.

  for group work, build in individual accountability. (e.g. not group marks)

  reference the source of the work. (If it is yours, put your name on it!)

A Planning Template
If you are starting to develop an activity, consider using the following headings as a developmental template: 

  1. Title of Activity:

  2. Description of Activity: write as a paragraph describing: 

   a) what the students will learn (i.e. the purposes of the activity which connect back to the expectations);

   b) how students will be assessed &/or evaluated (what will the students do (e.g. poster, essay, role play, annotated 
map, Powerpoint); and 

   c) how the learning takes place (individual, partners, groups, etc.).

  3. Curriculum Expectations: List the overall and/or specific expectations addressed in the activity. (This is es-
sential to ensure the validity of the activity for the course. It is also very important to know for evaluation 
purposes since the overall expectations need to be evaluated.)

  4. Teaching Process: Identify the steps for the teacher to follow to have the students complete the activity. Be 
explicit. (You may also need to clarify prior learning to take place before attempting the activity.)

  5. Evaluation: Identify how the activity is used in terms of assessment and/or evaluation (e.g. checklists, rubrics). 

    How does it link to the achievement chart?

    Does the student work provide individual evidence of expectations?

  6. Appendices: List the various worksheets provided to support the activity. Be sure the title listed in the ap-
pendix is exactly the same as the title on the worksheet.

Technical Considerations (for more detail, refer to the left column of the inside front cover of The Monograph)

  1. Submissions may be made in hard copy and/or digital form.

  2. Text files should be in ASCII, Microsoft Word, .pdf or .rtf (not Word Perfect or Microsoft Publisher) format.

  3.  Graphics files should be submitted in TIFF, EPS, PDF, JPG, PNG, or GIF format in grayscale and/or in full 
colour and can be either be embedded in the text file or as a separate file (preferred). 

  4. If in colour, it must be possible to differentiate between different shades of gray when maps or graphs are 
converted from colour to grayscale for inclusion in the grayscale version of The Monograph.
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The Four Concepts of Geographic Thinking

Spatial Significance

 • When discussing Site and Situation or locational characteristics substitute Spatial Significance.

 • How might the space be viewed? Use Spatial Significance to show how different stakeholders may view the 
space and use the space.

Interrelationships

 • When examining how people, land, and space impact one another, use Interrelationships to show these con-
nections.

 • Instead of viewing relationships as linear, think of them as be intertwined (e.g., resource extraction done by 
people impacts humans working in different industries to create a product while also impacting the environ-
ment from which the resource was extracted and as a result the humans who live there and beyond, both at 
the time of the extraction and into the future)

Patterns and Trends 

 • This is usually the easiest for geographers to implement as most already examine patterns and trends explicitly 
when graphing.

 • It’s important to know that these are connected – Patterns examine events that recur at predictable intervals 
of space or time, while Trends examine patterns over the long term or across a large scale.

 • For example, we would use Patterns to view how housing prices start to rise in February and continue until late 
spring and then tail off during the summer and then start to increase again until late December and then tail 
off again until February. This is the current pattern over the last 10 years. Every year followed a similar pattern.

 • By contrast, we would use Trends to view how housing prices have varied year to year over time (noticing that 
housing prices continually increase even after governments have introduced strategies to help bring down the 
cost of housing in cities like Toronto or Vancouver). This shows an upward Trend in house prices.

Geographic Perspective

 • The Geographic Perspective or point of view is one which incorporates the economic, political, social, and 
environmental implications of issues, events, development, and/or phenomena when deciding how to proceed 
in solving a problem.

 • Geographic Perspective is not the different perspectives viewed individually but rather one perspective that 
takes into account the different stakeholders’ positions to move forward and do what’s most wise/sustainable 
over the long term.

Embedding Concepts of Geographic Thinking

With the release of the 2013 and 2015 Canadian and World Studies Grades 9 & 10 and Grades 11 & 12 documents, 
several new items to be addressed when creating geographic classroom activities in Geography were outlined. One of 
these was the set of four Concepts in Geographic Thinking. These concepts include Spatial Significance, Interrelation-
ships, Patterns and Trends, and Geographic Perspective. In addition, a need to demonstrate to administrators, parents, 
students, and other interested parties that the activities being used in the classroom are clearly connected, or developed 
to address, these concepts has become one of the new realities of teaching in the 21st century.

As a result, in addition to the checklist provided by Kim Wallace in her “Try This” article, any future articles submit-
ted for publication in The Monograph are requested to show which one or more of these four Concepts is related to the 
different components or questions included in these classroom activities.

In order to help authors link the concepts with the various parts of a classroom activity, the following short descriptors 
are provided. More detailed descriptions, along with “Related Questions” are included in the Canadian and World Studies 
documents (Grades 9 and 10 - Pp 64-65; Grades 11 and 12 - Pp 124-125), In addition, the classroom activities included in 
this issue of The Monograph have been annotated to show what the end product of this process should look like. Probably 
the most straighforward exemplar is the activity created by Lindsay Warner entitled “CGW4U: The Uprooted - Exploring 
the Syrian Refugee Crisis using an Esri Story Map” that is included in this issue of The Monograph. 
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Activities For OAGEE Maps Poster:
“Geography – From Here to There”
An OAGEE curriculum project
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  Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental Education

  Association pour l'enseignement de la géographie et de l'environnement en Ontario

OAGEE/AEGEO

Date: 
 

Name: 

Geography And Maps: A Teaching Tool

Instructions: Using the OAGEE poster, answer the following questions to make summary notes/definitions on the differ-
ent components of a map (Spatial Significance). Answer using your own words.

What is a Map?

List the components that make up a map. (Spatial Significance)

 • 

 • 

 • 

How is a map different from a picture of the Earth’s surface? (Interrelationships)

 • 
 
  
 
  

Why is “scale” an important consideration for a map to be useful? (Spatial Significance)

 • 
 
  
 
  

What is “cartography”? In addition to the data, identify the other key components necessary in map making. 
(Spatial Significance)

 • 
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  Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental Education

  Association pour l'enseignement de la géographie et de l'environnement en Ontario

OAGEE/AEGEO

Date: 
 

Name: 

The History of Maps

List some examples of the earliest maps made and used by people. (Geographic Perspective)

 • 

 • 

 • 

What is this ancient map depicting? (Spatial Significance, Geographic Perspective)

 • 

 • 

Although not a “map”, the inuksuk is an important ancient tool. List some of its uses to the Inuit culture. (Spatial 
Significance, Geographic Perspective)

 • 

 • 

 • 

 • 
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  Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental Education

  Association pour l'enseignement de la géographie et de l'environnement en Ontario

OAGEE/AEGEO

Date: 
 

Name: 

The Changing Map

Instructions: Answer the questions on the following page using the two maps provided below.

Lac Superieur 1755 (excerpt from Jacques-Nicolas Bellin’s Parite occidentale de la Nouvelle 
France ou Canada)

Northern Michigan and Lake Superior 1879 (David Ramsay Map Collection)
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  Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental Education

  Association pour l'enseignement de la géographie et de l'environnement en Ontario

OAGEE/AEGEO

Date: 
 

Name: 

Questions:

1. Compare the 1755 map of Lac Superieur with the 1879 map. List all the difference that you can find between 
these two maps. (Geographic Perspective)

 • 

  

  

  

  

  

2. Suggest reasons for the differences. (Interrelationships)

 • 

  

  

  

  

  

3. What happened to Isle Philippeaux? (Patterns and Trends)

 • 
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  Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental Education

  Association pour l'enseignement de la géographie et de l'environnement en Ontario

OAGEE/AEGEO

Date: 
 

Name: 

Schoolyard Maps

Learn about maps by starting with a map of a familiar area such as the schoolyard. This will help with spatial memory of 
the neighbourhood and city.

You will be making a map of your school and neighbourhood area. Data for this activity will come from the aerial photograph 
provided and your personal observations. (Spatial Significance, Interrelationships, Patterns and Trends, Geographic Perspective)

Instructions:  
1. Explore the aerial photo.

2. Locate the playing fields, blacktop areas, buildings, surrounding roads, trees, bushes, or any other features that 
might be in the schoolyard.

3. Use the shadow. Objects may be identified by length, shapes, … If the time of day and time of year that the 
photograph was taken is known, use trig. (sine and cosine laws) to calculate exact heights.

4. Use the angle of the photograph to observe the sides of objects (e.g. buildings). Objects away from this central 
point will appear to fall away from the centre.

5. Use the tracing paper to trace the aerial photograph. Only trace the top of the buildings. Select an appropriate 
colour to identify the buildings.

6. Outline the playing fields. Colour them green.

7. Trace all other features and use different colours or symbols to identify the features.

8. Create a legend that explains the colours and symbols.

9. Add a title and northing.

10. Create a map scale by locating a schoolyard feature that is easy to measure (e.g. the width of a parking space, 
the length of a building, …). Go outside with your class and make the measurement. Back in the classroom, 
make a scale bar on the map.

Example:
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  Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental Education

  Association pour l'enseignement de la géographie et de l'environnement en Ontario

OAGEE/AEGEO

Date: 
 

Name: 

Types of Maps

Instructions: Using the OAGEE poster, complete the following to make summary notes/definitions on the different 
types and themes of maps. Answer using your own words. (Spatial Significance, Geographic Perspective, Patterns and Trends, 
Interrelationships)

Provide the different information required for each of the following types of maps:

• Economic maps:  

 

 

• Physical maps:  

 

 

• Climate maps:  

 

 

• Political maps:  

 

 

• Road maps:  

 

 

• Topographic maps  
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  Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental Education

  Association pour l'enseignement de la géographie et de l'environnement en Ontario

OAGEE/AEGEO

Date: 
 

Name: 

Thematic Maps

Thematic maps are designed to show a particular theme connected to a geographic area, from general-themed physical, 
social, political, cultural, or economic topics to specific-themed city, region, nation, or continent topics. (Spatial Signifi-
cance, Interrelationships, Patterns and Trends, Geographic Perspective)

Identify the different types of information used to provide points of reference for different thematic map topics.

 • 

 • 

 • 

Thematic maps emphasize spatial variations of geographic distributions (e.g. climate zones) and tell a story about the space 
in a place (e.g. population density). These maps can be graphic essays that illustrate spatial variations and geographical 
interrelationships.

Thematic maps serve three primary purposes, which include:

 • 

 • 

 • 

Date: 
 

Name: 

Thematic Maps

Thematic maps are designed to show a particular theme connected to a geographic area, from general-themed physical, 
social, political, cultural, or economic topics to specific-themed city, region, nation, or continent topics. (Spatial Signifi-
cance, Interrelationships, Patterns and Trends, Geographic Perspective)

Identify the different types of information used to provide points of reference for different thematic map topics.

 • 

 • 

 • 

Thematic maps emphasize spatial variations of geographic distributions (e.g. climate zones) and tell a story about the space 
in a place (e.g. population density). These maps can be graphic essays that illustrate spatial variations and geographical 
interrelationships.

Thematic maps serve three primary purposes, which include:

 • 

 • 

 • 
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  Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental Education

  Association pour l'enseignement de la géographie et de l'environnement en Ontario

OAGEE/AEGEO

Date: 
 

Name: 

Build a 3D Map

Instructions (Spatial Significance, Interrelationships, Patterns and Trends, Geographic Perspective)

1. Build a 3D landscape model and map it. Use a letter-sized sheet of cardboard and create your own physical 
and/or human landscape features from cardboard, polystyrene, playdough, flour-salt clay, or plasticine.

2. As you build your landscape, create a map by drawing the appropriate symbols on paper, putting each symbol 
in the right location.

3. You may add contour lines with wool or string.  Paint your 3D model to show elevations, key features such as 
towns, roads and/or large physical features such as lakes, valleys, etc.
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  Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental Education

  Association pour l'enseignement de la géographie et de l'environnement en Ontario

OAGEE/AEGEO

Date: 
 

Name: 

Build a 3D Map Extension

Once you have completed your 3D landscape and the 2D map, identify any possible issues such as town planning deci-
sions, wind farm locations etc. associated with your landscape. Answer the three geographic questions in your inquiry to 
find some possible solutions. An example of an inquiry is provided below. (Spatial Significance, Interrelationships, Patterns 
and Trends, Geographic Perspective)

Example of an issues inquiry

Issue: Developers want to build a new wind farm as a renew-
able energy source.

What is Where? : Proposed site is located on the west shore of the town 
lake.

Why There? : Location was chosen to take advantage of lake breezes 
and proximity to the town.

Why Care? : Some residents are concerned with loss of views, pos-
sible noise and health issues etc.

What are some possible solutions? :
Using the 3D model and 2D map, select a different 
location that would alleviate citizens’ concerns while 
being economically feasible, etc.
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  Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental Education

  Association pour l'enseignement de la géographie et de l'environnement en Ontario

OAGEE/AEGEO

Date: 
 

Name: 

Geographical Information Systems: An Introduction

Once map basics are understood (From Here), one can move to GIS (To There). Esri, an OAGEE partner, is the place to 
get started.

Instructions: Using the resource provided by Esri at:

(http://edu.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=8fa9e4aec18e4567820920a16c3c69dc)

make jot notes for the following headings to summarize the key ideas from the storymap “What is GIS?”. (Spatial Signifi-
cance, Interrelationships, Patterns and Trends, Geographic Perspective)

Geographic Information System

 • 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
What is a map?

 • 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
Why do we need maps?

 • 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
What kind of stories can maps tell?

 • 
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  Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental Education

  Association pour l'enseignement de la géographie et de l'environnement en Ontario

OAGEE/AEGEO

Date: 
 

Name: 

Hidden Geology of Canada

 • 
 
  
 
  

Global Sea Ice Cover

 • 
 
  
 
  

Maps can show us the world from a different perspective

 • 
 
  
 
  

Sunrise and Sunset Around the World

 • 
 
  
 
  

Highest Points of Canadian Provinces and Territories

 • 
 
  
 
  

Real World GIS Applications

 • 
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CGW4U: The Uprooted - Exploring the Syrian 
Refugee Crisis using an Esri Story Map
Lindsay Warner, Geography Teacher, Eden High School, District School Board of Niagara

Acknowledgement
Acknowledgement to Chris Brown at DSBN for his part 

in the initial brainstorming process.

Overall Expectations
B2.  Population Disparities: analyse relationships 

between demographic and political factors and qual-
ity of life in various countries and regions.

C2.  Population Growth: assess the impact of population 
growth on the sustainability of natural systems.

E3.  Continuing Challenges:  analyse issues relating to 
human rights, food security, health care, and other 
challenges to the quality of life of the world’s popu-
lation.

Materials Needed
 • Access to a computer lab or chromebooks

 • Photocopy of the handout included

 • Smartboard or projector (if possible) for class discus-
sion

 • ArcGIS Online Story Map by ESRI

Instructional Comments
 • This activity follows a note and discussion about 

Population Migration Issues.

 • This lesson is ideal when exploring population migra-
tion. It helps students tie a current world issue to the 
concept of Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons 
(IDPs).

 • It is meant to facilitate discussion about what is 
occurring in Syria and the surrounding countries.

 • Prior knowledge of the crisis and its current state is 
beneficial to gain a well rounded understanding of 
Refugees and IDPs.

Lesson Steps
1. As a class, have students complete Part A by answering 

the first two questions on The Uprooted handout and 
then completing The Zaatari Refugee Camp chart using 
information from the Esri Story Map page.

2. Class Discussion: Facilitate a discussion about the 
Zaatari Refugee Camp using the chart they completed 
as a springboard. Be sure to have the Esri Story Map 
projected as a visual reference point.

3. Working individually, students should answer the six 
questions/tasks in Part B based on further exploration 
of the Esri Story Map.

Assessment
This lesson may be assessed if you choose. Typically, it is 

used as a guideline for learning or as assessment for learn-
ing (formative).
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The Uprooted
Part A - The Zaatari Refugee Camp

As a class, complete the following.

How big do you think a large refugee camp is? For example, population? area? What might be an appropriate size for a 
refugee camp? (Spatial Significance, Interrelationships)

What do you think a large, well established refugee camp should offer? (Interrelationships)

Explore the following Esri Story Map focusing on the Zaatari Refugee Camp: (Spatial Significance)

http://storymaps.esri.com/stories/2016/the-uprooted/index.html

The Zaatari Refugee Camp

General

Observations

Specific

Information

Personal

Thoughts

Part B - Explore the Exodus
Working individually, continue exploring the other features of the Esri Story Map: The Uprooted and respond to the 
following questions.

1. Why are people leaving their homes? (Patterns and Trends, Interrelationships)
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2. Who are the major receiving countries? Why have refugees moved to these countries? (Spatial Significance, Interrela-

tionships)

3. Use inferencing skills and prior knowledge to help complete the following chart by describing what implications are 
faced by these receiving countries? (Interrelationships)

Social/Cultural Economic Political Environmental

4. What physical boundaries have been established to prevent refugees from crossing borders? Where? Why? (Spatial 
Significance, Interrelationships)

5. The Final Picture: Examine the final photo and prepare a ½ - 1 page personal reflection based on what you see in the 
photo and have learned from the Story Map. This is a personal reflection where you can take some time to express 
your own thoughts and emotional response to the Syrian Refugee Crisis. (Geographic Perspective)

6. Choose one of the following extension ideas to complete (graded):

 • Canadian Connection - outside research required (Interrelationships) (Patterns and Trends)

  • What has Canada’s role been in the Syrian Refugee Crisis?

  • Opinion piece or debate format: Should Canada continue to accept refugees from Syria (and elsewhere)?   
Discuss in your groups.

 • Choose one of the organizations identified at the end of the Story Map. (Interrelationships)

  • What is the organization’s mission statement?

  • Research their involvement in the Syrian Refugee crisis.

  • Be prepared to share this with the class in a brief presentation (2-3 mins).
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Land surveying is one career that students, their teachers, 
and school counselors tend to overlook. Surveying combines 
knowledge of Math, Geography, History, computers, Science, 
planning, and Law. Few would argue that choosing the 
right career is very important, especially for students who 
are introduced to many choices in their senior high school 
years. The challenge is: which choice is the right choice?

One way to help with decision-making is the Specialist 
High Skills Majors (SHSM) program, launched in Septem-
ber 2006. It was part of the Ontario government’s Student 
Success Strategy initiative, which focused on expanding 
quality learning opportunities and supporting success for all 
students. Now, SHSM programs are available in all Ontario 
public school boards.

The SHSM is an Ontario Ministry of Education-approved 
specialized program that allows students to focus their 
learning on a specific economic sector while meeting the 
requirements for their secondary school diploma (OSSD). 
This career-focused program is designed to help prepare 
students to make the transition from secondary school to 
apprenticeship training, college, university, or the workplace.

A SHSM enables students to gain sector-specific skills and 
knowledge in the context of engaging, career-related learn-
ing environments and helps them focus on graduation and 
on pursuing their post-secondary goals.

The SHSM for the construction sector includes land sur-
veying basics. With an approved SHSM certificate from the 
Association of Ontario Land Surveyors that endorses gradu-
ation from a School Board SHSM construction/surveying 
program, students gain insights to surveying as a career 
choice and a professional advantage in a land surveying or 
geomatics career.

Teaching land surveying basics to students in grades 11 and 
12 involves first providing an overview and what surveying 
is and the role of the professional surveyor then delving into 
the hands-on aspect of measurement using various pieces of 
equipment. For example, in one exercise, students learn about 
establishing spot elevations. The goal is to measure and check 
the height of land and a variety of features around a school 
property using land surveying equipment. Developing spot 
elevations leads to applications of data for such products 
as base maps, site plans, or contour models, which in turn, 
may lead to interests in cadastral surveying, geographic 
information management, geodetics, photogrammetry, and 
hydrography. These are branches of surveying recognized 

Specialist High Skills Major Construction
Certificate with Land Surveying Electives - Path to 
a career in land surveying
Christopher Oyler, B.Sc. Eng., O.L.S., Owner, Surveyors 
On Site Inc., Chair, AOLS Geomatics Recruitment & Liaison 
Committee, chris@surveyorsonsite.com
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by the Association of Ontario Land Surveyors (AOLS), the 
governing body for land surveyors in Ontario. The classroom 
requires a tripod, level, and rod and for schools or boards 
that do not own equipment; these may be rented from a 
rental centre or they can ask an Ontario Land Surveyor for 
assistance to borrow or obtain equipment. Local surveyors 
are available to help train teachers and students in the use 
of equipment to capture and record data.

Students receive the SHSM seal on their diploma when they 
complete a specific bundle of 8-10 courses in the student’s 
selected field, earn industry certifications including first aid 
and CPR qualifications, and gain important skills on the job 
through cooperative education placements.

Student Benefits of a Specialist High Skills Major
 • Customization of a secondary school education to 

suit a student’s interests and talents

 • Development of specialized knowledge and skills

 • Ability for the student to earn credits that post-
secondary educational institutions and the sector 
(construction/surveying) recognize

 • Access to sector-recognized certification and career-
relevant training

 • Development of essential skills and work habits 
documented through the Ontario Skills Passport

 • Students identify, explore, and refine career goals 
and make informed decisions about their future

 • Students remain flexible, with the option to shift 
between pathways, should their goals and plans 
change.

Additional Student Benefits of a Specialist High 
Skills Major endorsed by the AOLS

Schools that work with members of the Association of 
Ontario Land Surveyors for training students and teachers 
help students:

 • Gain an insider’s view of the land surveying profes-
sion

 • Access a career that is in demand (75% of AOLS 
members are over the age of 50)

 • Learn skills to work as a surveyor in dozens of indus-
tries
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 • Earn a certificate from the AOLS upon graduation that 

enhances the value of the red SHSM seal that goes on 
a high school diploma

 • Explore how surveyors interact with technology to 
solve practical problems

 • Prepare for a career where self employment is common 
- a great program for young entrepreneurs

 • Customize a high school education to suit an unique 
interest in math, technology, and both outdoor and 
indoor tasks.

The Dream Job
Working as an Ontario Land Surveyor or working with an 

Ontario Land Surveyor as a Survey Technician or Technolo-
gist is a dream job:

 • To settle land disputes between neighbours, Surveyors 
need to find evidence on the ground to prove who 
owns the land. GPS, aerial photos, maps, old deeds (the 
legal written documents that transfer title from one 
person to another), and plans are used to determine 
boundaries.

 • The Canadian Government needs a record of the 
polar ice caps to make ocean travel safe. Surveyors 
work from planes and boats to measure the changes 
and chart the ice movements to assist ships engaged 
in international trade.

 • A developer may be building a new shopping mall 
in a vacant field. Surveyors determine exactly where 
the foundations of the building will go, and makes 
sure that the structure is positioned correctly during 
construction.

 • Using satellites and computer software, surveyors make 
sure the gas lines transporting fuel to markets stay on 
course and are constructed correctly. 

 • And, surveyors present their professional opinions in 
court as an expert witness. The opinions of licensed 
surveyors are used by legal professionals to make deci-
sions that impact businesses, land owners, plaintiffs 
and defendants in traffic incidents, crime scenes and 
many other situations that land in court.

A professional surveyor and the people who work with pro-
fessional surveyors lead exciting careers that are well rewarded 
with life-enriching experiences, opportunities to earn high 
salaries, and advance the science of measuring, collecting data 
and presenting discoveries in the form of new information 
and knowledge that can be shared with everyone.

And the Construction SHSM is a gateway into land sur-
veying. There are career paths after high school that can be 
rewarding for those who wish to be known as technologist 
and those who have a calling to be a licenced professional 
surveyor. There are Ontario colleges that offer diploma pro-
grams and certificates in surveying/geomatics technology. 
Universities and the Association of Ontario Land Surveyors 
offer the requirements for licencing people to practise as 
professionals. There is a process.

To pursue the path to a professional surveyor, a high 
school graduate who may have taken the Construction 
with surveying option SHSM, would also need 12U Calculus 
& Vectors; 12U Physics; 12U Chemistry; 12U Advanced 
Functions; and 12U English for entry into a Canadian 
university. In Ontario, the universities with programs 
delivering most courses required by the AOLS are the 
Lassonde School of Engineering at York University, Civil 
Engineering at Ryerson University and Geomatics at the 
University of Waterloo. There are universities outside of 
Ontario with AOLS-recognized geomatics/civil engineering 
programs such as the University of New Brunswick and 
University of Calgary. 

After graduating from a 4-year university program, stu-
dents must apply to the AOLS to article with an Ontario 
Land Surveyor or Ontario Land Information Professional 
for about 1½ years while being paid a very competitive 
salary. Following the articling period, the student challenges 
an oral and written exam of the AOLS to be awarded a 
certificate of authorization and licence to practice a career 
as an Ontario Land Surveyor. 

For many, a career in land surveying can begin with 
the high school SHSM in construction. Students who see 
surveying as a career can work with their teachers, parents, 
school principal, career counsellor, and local surveyor to 
realize their dream. For more than 600 surveyors in Ontario, 
their dream job is land surveying. See aols.org.
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Paul VanZant - OAGEE Award of Distinction Recipient
Gary Birchall, Editor

At the 2017 Fall Conference, Paul received the OAGEE 
Award of Distinction, an honour that was long overdue 
for many reasons. You can read Ewan Geddes’ President’s 
Message in this issue to see a list of the many outstanding 
contributions Paul has made to the subject of Geography, 
OAGEE, his students at Mayfield Secondary School, and 
teaching in general.

I would like to focus on his role in promoting Geography 
at every opportunity. In the 90s, during his presidency of 
OAGEE, he was a strong advocate for maintaining the promi-
nent position of Geography in the Ontario curriculum and 
helping prevent a Ministry push to replace it with Social 
Studies as part of the first Canadian & World Issues 2000 
document. Along with the strong support of the OAGEE 
Council, he ensured Geography survived as a unique subject 
instead of having only a token presence similar to that in 
the curricula of Canada’s other provinces and territories.

Even after leaving his position on the OAGEE Council, 
he became a Fellow of the Royal Canadian Geographical 
Society in 2012 and Governor of the Society in 2014. In this 
new environment, he continued his efforts to refocus the 
RCGS on Geography, especially as reflected in the content 
of the articles that were contained within the Canadian 
Geographic Journal. You may have noticed that the articles 
have become much more geographic in content and outlook 
in the last few years. In addition, his position in the RCGS 
has also enabled him to proseletize for Geography in other 
provinces where the subject still has a very weak presence.

In today’s world, with its numerous highly geographic 
issues and problems, it is a serious shortcoming to remain 
geographically illiterate with little understanding of a 
Geographic Perspective, of the Interrelationships between 
human and natural environments, of Patterns and Trends 
in the 21st century, and of the Spatial Significance of events, 
processes, and human activities taking place all around you.

Congratulations, Paul.

Paul speaking after receving this well deserved OAGEE 
Award of Distinction

Paul visiting the RCGS display and talking to Andrea 
Buchholz and Kim Wallace
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Attentive conference attendees listen to the welcoming message from Dave Joiner and 
John Macdonald, conference co-chairs in the exhibitors hall.

OAGEE Fall Conference, November 10-11, 2017
David Joiner and John Macdonald, Co-chairs, OAGEE Fall 2017 Conference

SAC Support: Adam Kowaltschuk Ben Kitagawa  Trevor Biasi 

  Melissa Ramon  Joe Commisso  Student Volunteers

Region 7 York-Durham hosted 
OAGEE’s Fall Conference at St. 
Andrew’s College in Aurora, 
Ontario, from Friday, November 
10, to Saturday, November 11, 
2017. This successful conference 
was organized by a local plan-
ning committee that included 
public, Catholic and indepen-
dent school teachers. Additional 
teachers and student volunteers 
from SAC assisted over the 
weekend.

The theme, “Geography: 
Embracing our World,” acknowl-
edged the inclusive perspective 
exemplified by geographers 
when observing and interpreting 
our physical and cultural land-
scapes. Forty-two presentation 
and workshop sessions sched-
uled in seven rooms highlighted 
the themes of inquiry-based and 
modern learning, global citizen-
ship, equity and indigenous 
issues, geospatial technology and 
digital applications, and giant 

maps. A Remembrance Day 
observance that focused on 
the use of geotechnology 
when honouring our vet-
erans was included in the 
schedule. Delegates also 
participated in a geography 
trivia game and escape 
room activity after Friday 
evening’s banquet.

Field trip participants 
learned about viable, sus-
tainable housing at The 
Archetype Sustainable 
House. Two semi-detached 
houses at The Living City 
Campus of the Kortright 
Centre for Conservation 
served as models of the 
next generation of green 
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Andrea Buhholz, Kim Wallace, Darren Platikis, and Monique Gazan 
at the RCGS and Esri display tables.

A group of geographers in one of the conference workshops.

The conference dinner on Friday was a well attended success as the day’s experiences were shared.

homes. Participants experienced a sample educa-
tional tour to discover how such housing designs 
can minimize ecological footprints and improve 
people’s quality of life. Kortright is a sustainabil-
ity education centre owned and operated by the 
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority. 

Guest speakers embodied this year’s theme 
through the diversity of their careers and achieve-
ments. Teddy Syrette, a queer-Indigenous activist 
and artist, provided Friday morning’s keynote 
address and hosted the workshop “Walking in 
Rainbow Moccasins on Turtle Island” in a later 
session. Richard Scott, a senior planner with Parks 
Canada involved with the new Rouge National 
Urban Park initiative, spoke after Friday evening’s 
banquet. On Saturday morning, Tanya Talaga, an 
investigative reporter and author, shared insights 
from her work as a journalist and signed copies 
of her new book, Seven Fallen Feathers.

Twenty-one exhibitors, anchored by major 
event sponsor Esri Canada, also took part in 
the conference. These sponsors and non-profit 
exhibitors shared their educational materials in 
a central location where food breaks and the 
conference social were held.

OAGEE’s well-deserved Award of Distinction 
was awarded to Paul VanZant, a past executive 
member and President of OAGEE and Fellow and 
Governor with The Royal Canadian Geographi-
cal Society.

Special thanks are extended to OAGEE Con-
ference Committee members Cory McKercher, 
Paul Hackl, Ling Wong, Ewan Geddes, and Linda 
Gollick for their assistance with the conference. 
The help of Claude Brun del Re with French 
translations and Gary Birchall for promotions 
in The Monograph is also appreciated.
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Where do I begin? This summer was a sort of GIS spiritual 
awakening for me. As being one who is a GIS evangelist 
and loves integrating technology into my classroom, I have 
always wanted to go to San Diego, California in the summer 
to experience the Esri User Conference. This summer, I went. 

For those of you who don’t know, Esri is the Microsoft or 
Apple of Geographic Information Systems (GIS). They are 
by far the largest GIS company in the world and this is the 
largest GIS conference in the world. People come from all 
over the globe to hear and learn about the latest advance-
ments in GIS.

I really didn’t know what to expect, this being my first 
time. Due to flight availability with Aeroplan, I went to San 
Diego two days early. I am an avid beginning surfer so I took 
full advantage of the days leading up to the conference and 
spent two days at Ocean Beach renting boards from the 
Ocean Beach Surf Shop, enjoying local Mexican food, and 
having a California experience. 

In fact, 17,000 people came from as far away as Australia, 
Dubai, Europe… everywhere. At the conference, people 
receive training, improve their skills, network with people 
who use GIS in the same way they do, and hear world class 
speakers. This year we had the pleasure of hearing British 
Physicist Dr. Geoffrey West, the author of “Scale: The Uni-
versal Laws of Growth, Innovation, Sustainability, and 
the Pace of Life in Organisms, Cities, Economies, and 
Companies”.

We also heard how different countries, cities, companies, 
and individuals are using GIS in ground-breaking, innova-
tive ways. For instance, we heard from Brandon Jarratt who 
created the entire city of Zootopia using ArcGIS Pro City-
Engine. We also heard from the owner of Taylor Shellfish 
Farms who had been using ArcGIS for less than a year but 
has already seen dramatic results. I was simply blown away 
by all the really cool things there. In fact, I saw something 
for my Christmas wish list… a lidar-equipped drone that 
is a deal at $500 000 CAD. I was in Geo Geek heaven from 
Saturday until Thursday! 

Do you want to see some of the talks? On YouTube, go to 
the Esri Events channel and to the Esri 2017 UC Plenary 
playlist.

One of my goals in going to this conference was to network 
with like-minded individuals. In the education symposium I 
was able to do just that. I was able to meet and get to know 
Anita and Roger Palmer, coauthors of “Mapping our World 
Using GIS” and “Analyzing our World Using GIS” over 
dinner and spent some time discussing geotechnology in 
the classroom. As well, I met a teacher from West Virginia 

Geospatial Technology: Trails and Trials - 5:
Summer in San Diego: The Esri User Conference
Jonathan Fletcher, OAGEE VP - Geotechnologies, Program Leader of CWS, District School Board of Niagara

named Erika Klose. She recently won the national prestigious 
Milken Educator Award worth $25,000. My first impression 
of her was when she was presenting the value of GeoInqui-
ries at the Education Summit in front of 700 participants. 

GeoInquiries: easy to use inquiry lessons using ArcGIS 
On-line.
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GeoInquiries were developed by Esri Education USA 

to enhance GIS education in the classroom that does not 
require any background. They are subject-focused inquiry 
activities that do not require logins, installs, or sign-ups. 
They can be done on any computer/device and projector. 
Lessons are based on US Standards and accessible by simply 
going to the GeoInquiries website, clicking on a subject 
area, and clicking on a link.

There are lessons available for Earth science, Human 
Geography, World and US history, Advanced Environmental 
Science, Math, American Literature, and Elementary. While 
this is definitely creating for the American classroom, many 
of the lessons use data, processes, and themes that are global 
in scope. Each lessons is contained on a 2 page pdf that 
has a link to a pre-built ArcGIS Online map with all of the 
necessary data and instructions on what to do with them. 
Whether you use Esri’s lessons or not, the maps are made, 
the layers are there to use, and they can enhance critical 
thinking in your classroom. 

How to Access GeoInquiries
1. Google: GeoInquiries or type www.esri.com/geoinqui-

ries

2. Select an Icon for one of the stream you want to inves-
tigate (the example is from the Earth Sciences)

3. Select one of the numbered links. And then select “Open”. 
This will take you to the 2 page pdf.

4. Select the Map URL http://esriurl.com/earthgeoinquiry3

 It’s that easy!
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Expectations

Overall
D2  Immigration and Cultural Diversity: describe the 

diversity of Canada’s population, and assess some 
social, economic, political, and environmental impli-
cations of immigration and diversity for Canada.

Specific
D2.1 identify factors that influence where immigrants 

settle in Canada, and assess the opportunities and 
challenges presented by immigration and cultural 
diversity in Canada.

D2.3 analyse social, political, and economic impacts of 
Canada’s immigration and refugee policies.

Lesson Strategies
After going over the four classes of immigrants when 

teaching immigration in the Grade 9 course, explain that 
there is a point system in place for skilled workers that fits 
into the economic class of immigrants. 

This resource is a quiz from CBC called “Would you qualify 
to come to Canada as a skilled worker?”. This quiz can be 
found at the bottom of the following webpage:

http://www.cbc.ca/newsblogs/yourcommunity/2012/12/
quiz-canada-skilled-worker.html.

This resource can be used in the CGC1D, Issues in Cana-
dian Geography Grade 9 Academic course, specifically in 
Strand D. Changing Populations as well as in a similar 
context in the CGC1P, Issues in Canadian Geography 
Grade 9 Applied course.

This resource  allows students a chance to develop a better 
understanding of what some immigrants to Canada must 
go through when attempting to come to this country. As 
part of this activity, students go online to complete the quiz 
using profiles of immigrants either found online or written 
by yourself to determine if these immigrants would receive 
enough points to enter Canada as skilled workers. An example 
of a profile can be seen on page 2 at:

http://schools.yrdsb.ca/markville.ss/teacher/geography/9/aca-
demic/Immigration %20Activty%20Center%20Sheets.pdf.

Students go through the quiz once, answering the ques-
tions based on what information is provided in each profile. 
Once completed, it is important for them to take note which 
immigrants will be eligible to enter Canada and the number 
of points they received.

When individual students have completed the quiz for all 
the profiles, have them discuss their results and their opinion 
of the system with a partner. Also have them answer the 
question used in the title of this activity.

Once all groups have completed an analysis of the quiz, 
have a class discussion on the various outcomes of the quiz 
by discussing:
 • who would be eligible to enter Canada and who 

would not,
 • what may have stopped those who were not eli-

gible to enter Canada (age, language proficiency, 
education, experience, …),

 • the distribution of points and if they believe that 
something should be worth more points than indi-
cated and,

 • what is their opinion of the point system after 
seeing the way it works.

Summary
Through this activity, students are able to develop a better 

understanding of some of the processes that are in place to 
evaluate immigrants as well as the way in which education 
and language proficiency can greatly increase the likelihood 
of someone’s eligibility to emigrate to Canada.

A great thing about this resource is its ability to present 
a more complex idea in a way that students are able to 
experience it. This allows then to develop a more in-depth 
understanding of the point system and the benefits or 
flaws it has and how this impacts who is eligible to come to 
Canada as a skilled worker. This quiz also presents students 
with the opportunity to understand some of the politics 
that surround immigration.

A weakness of this resource is the language that is used.
Although not created to be used in a classroom, it would 
be beneficial to have this presented in a way that makes it 
more friendly to students or explains the terms being used. I 
think it would also be beneficial if you could save the results 
and responses from the quiz, so that students are able to 
look back at the activity and take notes that are relevant to 
what they learnt from this activity.

CGC1D: Would You Qualify As a Skilled Worker?
Elaine Pallett, Pre-Service Student, Queen’s University
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This map uses more than 100 markers to geographically 
show the locations of Canada’s residential school sites 
(Google Earth)

Since the National Centre for Truth and Recon-
ciliation tabled its report almost two years ago in 
December of 2015, school boards across Canada have 
been looking for educational resources to help the 
process of reconciliation with Canada’s Indigenous 
Peoples begin. As of today, teachers will now have a 
primer on Canada’s residential schools. 

Residential schools for First Nations, Métis and 
Inuit children were first established in 1831 and ran 
for 165 years until 1996. This system had one goal: 
to forcibly assimilate Canada’s Indigenous Peoples 
into the non-Indigenous population. Canadian 
Geographic Education (Can Geo Education), 
the first Canadian organization to produce Google 
Earth Voyager content, has worked closely with the 
National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation 
(NCTR) of the University of Manitoba to create an 
educational tool that will help students learn about this dark 
chapter in Canadian history. 

“This is a harrowing tale but required learning on our journey 
towards reconciliation with Canada’s Indigenous Peoples,” says 
Ellen Curtis, Director of Can Geo Education. “Our Google Earth 
Voyager residential school story provides a much needed primer for 
elementary and secondary school students. “

Told through a geographic lens, the Google Earth Voyager 
residential school story shows students where each school is 
located on a map of Canada, and often providing an overhead 
view of the school itself. The story explains why the schools 
were built, what attending a residential school was like for 
Indigenous children, the effects of the system on students, 
and how residential school survivors are working to move 
forward. The poignant testimonials of residential school sur-
vivors, providing detailed accounts of their abuse inside this 
educational system, will have an indelible impact on readers. 
These honest accounts of childhood loss and abuse will hope-
fully help students to break down any learned prejudices and 
build understanding that will aid in the reconciliation process.

Powered by Google Earth Voyager, Canada’s residential 
school story is told through a geographic lens, pinpointing 
where each of the 136 residential schools were located, allowing 
teachers to explain the story using a local residential school 
as an example. 

“The Google Earth’s Voyageur residential school story is 
an extremely important tool that encourages discussion in a 
way that compliments the learning styles of today’s students,” 
says Ry Moran, Director of the NCTR. ”This is exactly what we 
need for a tough topic like the residential school story, if reconcili-
ation is to begin.” 

This tale about Canada’s residential schools is the latest 
installment in Google Earth’s Voyager series. Google has been 

Canada’s Residential School Story Launches on 
Google Earth Voyager
Deborah Chapman, Communications Manager, Royal Canadian Geographical Society

working with prestigious partners, such as NASA, BBC, and 
now, Can Geo Education, to bring storytelling functionality 
to its popular Google Earth mapping service. Over the past 
four years, Google has also supported the refresh materials to 
ensure they dovetail with current trends in geography teaching.

Just this past summer, Google worked with Can Geo Educa-
tion to provide professional development training for teachers 
on the use of popular geographic tools, such as Google Maps, 
Google Street View and Google Expeditions. Working with 
Google is just one of the ways Can Geo Education is helping 
to develop 21st century geographic skills among Canadians 
to maintain our nation’s reputation as a Geography pow-
erhouse.

Students in a residential school classroom in Cross Lake, Manitoba. 
(Depart of Indian and Northern Affairs/Library and Archives Canada)
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(519) 822-4290 x 245 (business)
(519) 823-8511 (FAX) (business)
E-mail: iius@wellingtoncdsb.ca

Vice-President - Conferences
Paul Hackl, TDSB
Toronto Urban Studies Centre
(416) 393-0851 (business)
(416) 393-0089 (FAX)
E-mail: Paul.Hackl@tdsb.on.ca

Vice-President - Communications
Anne Smith, Queen’s University
(613) 533-6000 x 77430 (business)
E-mail: smith.anne@queensu.ca

Colleges & Universities
Anne Smith
Faculty of Education
Queen’s University
(613) 533-6000 x 77430 (business)
E-mail: smith.anne@queensu.ca

Canadian Geographic 
Education (CG Edu)
Kim Wallace
E-mail: wallacek@icloud.com

Region #5
Halton-Peel
Bethany Gill, PDSB
West Credit Secondary School
(905) 858-3087 (business)
E-mail: bethanymgill@gmail.com

Alanna Grant, PDSB
Louise Arbour Secondary School
(905) 793-5451 (business)
E-mail: alanna.grant@peelsb.com

Region #6
Metropolitan Toronto - 
Public
Ling Wong, TDSB
Riverdale Collegiate Institute
(416) 393-9820 (business)
E-mail: miu.wong@tdsb.on.ca

Paul Hackl, TDSB
Toronto Urban Studies Centre
(416) 393-0851 (business)
(416) 393-0089 (FAX)
E-mail: Paul.Hackl@tdsb.on.ca

Region #7
York-Durham
John Macdonald, YRDSB
Markham District High School
(905) 294-1886 x337 (business)
Email: john.a.macdonald@yrdsb.ca

Region #7 
Central Ontario
Dave Scott, TLDSB
Huntsville High School
(705) 789-5594 (business)
E-mail: david.scott@tldsb.on.ca

Darryl Scott, TLDSB
Huntsville High School
(705) 789-5594 (business)
E-mail: darryl.scott@tldsb.on.ca

Region #9
Kingston-Rideau
Brenda Scarlett
Bayridge Secondary School
(613) 389-8932 (business)
(613) 389-3135 (FAX) business
E-mail: scarlettb@limestone.on.ca

Anne Smith
Faculty of Education
Queen’s University
(613) 533-6000 x 77430 (business)
E-mail: smith.anne@queensu.ca

Region #10
Ottawa-Carleton-Renfrew
Claudette Phillips, OCDSB
Nepean High School
(613) 843-7722 (business)
E-mail: claudette.phillips@ocdsb.ca

Independent Schools
David Joiner
St. Andrew’s College
(905) 727-3178 (business)
E-mail: david.joiner@sac.on.ca

Cory McKercher
Trinity College School
(905) 885-3217
E-mail: cmckercher@tcs.on.ca

Grades K to 8
Jennifer P. Alves, DPCDSB
(905) 794-5031 (business)
(647) 993-0583 (cell)
E-mail: jlpalves2011@gmail.com

Ministry of Education
Jennifer Farrell-Cordon
E-mail: yoteach98@yahoo.com

Merchandise
Sue Hotte
(905) 932-1646 (home)
E-mail: suehotte@yahoo.ca

Représentante franco-
phone pour l’AEGEO
Claude Brun del Re
E-mail: claudebdr@live.ca

Industry Representation
Jean Tong, Esri
(416) 386-6425 (business)
E-mail: jtong@esricanada.com

Region #11
Northeastern Ontario
Kathleen Cote
Occasional Teacher, Wawa ON
E-mail: kathleen.cote@gmail.com

Region #12
Northwestern Ontario
Randy Wilkie
(807) 475-7390 (business)
E-mail: wilkgfx@tbaytel.net

Region #13
Waterloo-Grand Erie
Chris Charman, WRDSB
Huron Heights Secondary School
(519) 896-2631 (business)
E-mail: chris_charman
 @wrdsb.on.ca

Region #14
Metropolitan Toronto - 
Catholic
Linda Gollick, TCDSB
(416) 572-4455 (home)
E-mail: linda@bevast.com

Jennifer Rivera, TCDSB
Chaminade College S.S. School
(416) 393-5509 (business)
Email: Jennifer.Rivera@tcdsb.org


